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Abstract 

The transformer is a very bulky and costly equipment of electrical power system that steps up/down the level of power of the 

system. The transformer operates throughout the day in the supply system which makes it one of the most important part of the 

electrical power system. Many of the times the condition occurs in the system when the load on the transformer fluctuates 

outside the normal operating range which may lead to the overload condition and damage of the insulation of windings resulting 

the failure in operation of the transformer, thus causing interruption of the supply. One of the main reasons of overloading is the 

improper load sharing of the transformers. One of the best solutions to avoid the overloading is to operate the number of 

transformers in parallel. It is same like parallel operation of transformers where the number of transformers shares the system 

load. The transformers work efficiently and thus damage is prevented. The outcome of this project is based on reliable power 

supply and safety of transformer. By implementation of this scheme, the problem of interruption of supply due to transformer 

overloading or overheating can be avoided.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are different terms used in power system like load shedding, load sharing etc... So first we have to differentiate between 

load shedding and load sharing. 

 Load shedding – It is process of cut-off the loads on the approximated area according to the load priority to reduce the 

increase demand greater than the supply. 

 Load sharing - Load sharing means generally equally share the load in power system. In power system load sharing of 

transformer is achieved with different techniques. It means in distributed power system if two transformer is connected. 

One transformer share the load in normal condition. If load demand is increasing and one transformer is connected not able 

to fulfill demand than another transformer is directly connected with main transformer in parallel and share the load. In 

power system it is called load sharing of transformer. Main transformer is called power transformer and another transformer 

that are connected with the main transformer are called slave transformer in power system. For supplying a load in more 

than the rating of an existing transformer, two or more transformers may be connected in parallel with the existing (main) 

transformer. The transformers are connected in parallel when load on one of the transformers is more than its capacity. Due 

to the parallel operation of transformer reliability of power system is increase and damage to the various equipment in 

substation like transformers are reduces. To archive parallel operation of transformers some conditions are to be satisfied 

compulsory. 

Fig 1 shows the two transformers are connected parallel. There are total two buses in the system one is supply bus and another 

one is load bus. At the load bus, load is connected. E1 is primary side voltage and E2 is secondary side voltage. If a condition 

occurs and load is suddenly increased, then second transformer is in parallel with the main transformer to supply the load 

demand. 
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Fig. 1: Parallel Operation of Transformer. 

II. NEED OF PARALLEL OPERATION OF TRANSFORMER 

 If a large size means large rating of transformer is not available which can actually fulfill the total requirement of load, two 

or more small size transformers can be connected in parallel to increase the capacity. 

 If installation place like substation is located far away, then transportation of smaller size of transformer is easier and may 

be economical. It will directly affect the cost. 

 If more than one the transformers run in parallel, is out due to fault of other parallel transformers is the system will share 

the load, hence power supply may not be interrupted. 

 If numbers of transformers run in parallel, we can shut down any one of them for maintenance purpose. Other parallel 

transformers in system will fulfill the load without total interruption of power. 

III. CONDITIONS FOR PARALLEL OPERATION OF TRANSFORMER 

When two or more transformers run in parallel, they must satisfy the following conditions for satisfactory performance. 

 Voltage Ratio or Turns Ratio 

If the transformer connected in parallel have voltage ratio different than this will not good condition for system. Due to the 

different voltage ratio induced emf generated at the secondary side will be different. Which cause circulating current flows in the 

loop which are formed by the secondary windings under no-load conditions. The value of this circulating current is much higher 

than no load current. So chances of damage the winding of transformer. Circulating current cause the losses and damage the 

insulation of the winding. So the voltage ratio should be proper manner to achieve better parallel operation of transformer. 
V1
V2
=
N1
N2

 

 Same Polarity 

Polarity of all transformers that run in parallel, should be the same otherwise huge circulating current that flows in the 

transformer but no load will be fed from these transformers. Polarity of transformer means the direction of induced emf in 

secondary. If the directions of induced secondary emf in two transformers are opposite to each other when same input power is  

fed to both of the transformers, the transformers are said to be in opposite polarity. If the directions of induced secondary emf in 

two transformers are same when same input power is fed to the both of the transformers, the transformers are said to be in same 

polarity. 

 Same Phase Sequence 

The voltage between two phases is called line voltages. In this case the phase sequence of line voltages of main transformer and 

auxiliary transformer which are connected parallel with main transformer must be identical for parallel operation in case of three-

phase transformers. If the phase sequence is not same, in every cycle each pair of phases will get short-circuited. 

 Same Impedance Ratio 

We know the relation of current with impedance. Current is inversely proportional to the impedance. If we consider two 

transformers which has different per unit impedence.one transformer have less impedance will draw more current and which has 
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more per unit impedance will draw less current. This leads unequal load sharing. This is not beneficial. Due to this condition, the 

transformers will not share the load according to their kVA ratings. In that case, it can be corrected by inserting proper amount 

of resistance or reactance or both in series with either primary or secondary circuits of the transformers where the impedance is 

below the value required to fulfil this condition. 

IV. DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES USED FOR TRANSFORMER LOAD SHARING 

There are different techniques used for transformer load sharing. Let see one by one. 

 Microcontroller based transformer load sharing [1] 

This is microcontroller based system. Power supply to the Loads from a single transformer under normal condition and a standby 

transformer is connected in parallel through a circuit breaker. A current transformer measures the load current continuously and 

send it to the microcontroller by converting it to a corresponding digital value in order to compare with the reference value set by 

the user. Whenever the load current more than reference value, the controller give output signal to the relay which energizes the 

relay coil. The relay coil thus sends a tripping signal to the circuit breaker. Then standby transformer is directly connected to the 

main transformer. Thus the load is shared by the transformers equally. The current transformer continuous measures the load 

current and compares it with the reference value. Whenever the load current go below reference value one transformer is shut 

down. If the load value increases further beyond the capacity of two transformers, load will be cut-off from the main supply 

based on the priority level set by the user. This is done to provide un-interrupted power supply to higher priority loads. The load 

parameters are continuously displayed in the LCD. Due to this we can show the peak load time duration.  

 
Fig. 2: microcontroller based transformer load sharing 

 Comparator based transformer load sharing [2] 

Here there are three transformer are used. Transformer T1 is main transformer and transformer T2 and T3 is called slave 

transformer. In normal operating condition transformer t1 is fulfill load demand. Suppose condition occur that load on consumer 

side is increase above the capacity of main transformer. If there is no such arrangement to full fill the load chance of the damage 

of the transformer should be there. So in these condition parallel operation of transformer is used. In these scheme comparator is 

used to compare reference voltage and system voltage and in condition of load increase signal is given to the relay driver circuit. 

Relay driver gives the signal to the changeover relay. Change over relay closes its contact when load on the main transformer is 

more than its rated capacity and the transformer T2 is directly connected with main transformer in parallel. If load is increase 

beyond the both transformer capacity than transformer T3 is connected with both transformer. 
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Fig. 3: Comparator based transformer load sharing 

 GSM based transformer load sharing [3] 

Here the transformer load sharing is archived by the simple operation of micro controller and GSM technique. For this 

configuration of the program through GSM module is done. Here two transformer is used one is main transformer and second is 

sharing transformer which is used to share the load .Here in normal condition the load is supply by main transformer. Condition 

occur that load on main transformer is increases above the rating of the main transformer capacity. Here when load is increase 

the relay will be connect sharing transformer with the main transformer. And this relay will be operating with the micro 

controller. To check the exceeding limit micro controller takes digital current value from the line. If condition is occurring that 

load increase that micro controller checks the instruction and give command to the GSM. From GSM module the SMS will be 

sending to the respected engineers. 

 
Fig. 4: GSM based transformer load sharing 

 Transformer load sharing with power factor improvement technique [4] 

In overload condition there is stress created on the winding of transformer. Due to this the temperature of transformer is get 

increase and these indicate overloading. In this scheme the protection of the over loading, over temperature of transformer is 

archived by the perfect load sharing and also scheme involves the power factor improvement technique. In most cases the load 

side power factor is lagging. Here automatic load sharing module also consist the automatic power factor correction circuit. 
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Loads are inductive in nature so the power factor is lagging in nature. So to improve power factor nearer to the 1.0 capacitor or 

inductors banks are used. 

 
Fig. 5: load sharing with power factor   improvement. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We all know that transformer is the main equipment in power system. So safety of transformer is very important. This paper is 

give information about the importance of transformer load sharing. What are the different techniques used in load sharing with 

safety is given. A required condition for the load sharing is also mentioned.so the power that can be transferred to the consumer 

is uninterrupted. Power system operation will be reliable. 
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